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CONTEXT • WHY BRAZIL?
This is a 10-day journey to Salvador da Bahia – Brazil’s ‘Black Rome’. Here we explore Brazil’s African heritage.
From the city’s Pelourinho core, a UNESCO World Heritage site, you will explore Afro-Brazilians’ rich and diverse
culture and history.

AFRO-BRAZILIANS: THEIR HISTORY, CULTURE, AND LEGACY
From February 14-23, 2020, in Salvador, we will explore a history and culture with links to Congo, Angola, Nigeria,
and elsewhere. Here, descendants of Africans brought to Brazil during the Atlantic slave trade created a legacy
of tenacity and resilience. Like their US and Caribbean counterparts, Brazilians continue to grapple with slavery’s
profound ramifications.
Via roundtable dialogues, school observations, and cultural activities, we explore heritage and history – but also
draw Brazilian comparisons to the US civil rights and Black Lives Matter movements. Alongside Brazilian subject
matter experts and colleague-educators, we ask whether access to high-quality education is equal, or whether it is
the province only of those with means. We assess gender equality, and whether Brazil’s commitment to achieving it is
robust. We’ll come to understand how Brazilians view race relative to social class.

WHO SHOULD PARTICIPATE
If you want to learn of Afro Brazil’s history, culture, arts and more, join us to broaden your perspectives! This global
experience offers you fresh new insights and learning experiences.
						
• Program Dates / February 14-23, 2020
• Early Bird Price / (Must register by July 1, 2019) $2799
• Program Price / Program price is $2999
• Single rooms are available for an additional $420.
• Deposits are $500 and are due on a first-come, first-served basis.
This includes registration for the entire professional program; airfare from Boston; international-class accommodation
in Salvador da Bahia; all breakfasts; lunches during the workweek; all ground transport; English-language guiding
& interpretation; program design; and access to professional speakers, educators & other subject-matter experts.

CONTACTS / INQUIRE & REGISTER
Kayla Dorsey-Twumasi – Boston Public Schools			
Tel. (315) 601 0292 / KDorseyTwumasi2@BostonPublicSchools.org
Fungai Kanogoiwa – Alterra Global Initiatives 		
Tel. (703) 549 9115 / Fungaik@alterraconsulting.org
Aaron Casey - Alterra Global Initiatives
Tel. (202) 421 4417 / ACasey@alterraconsulting.org
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